THE AMERICAN ESPERANTO BOOK
The Standard Compendium. First edition issued, July 1907

Thirty-Eighth Thousand, January 1900.

CONTENTS
Pronunciation: Clearly explained, with keys and exercises. No teacher needed.

Grammar: The original international rules, with translation; a careful analysis from the viewpoint of the person of moderate education.

Exercises: Forty-two standard international exercises, by Dr. Zamenhof, author of Esperanto. Each has vocabulary, notes and translation.


PRICES AND CLUBBING COMBINATIONS
Single copy, postpaid, $1.00; with year subscription to magazine, $1.50. Five copies, express paid, $3.75. The combination in clubs of five or more, at $1.20.

SPECIAL PREMIUM EDITION
Same plates as cloth edition, narrow margins, thin bible paper, paper cover; weight, 4 oz. FREE with each subscription to Amerika Esperantisto. Five or more, at 75c.

Clubs, Classes and Agents who have made an initial wholesale order are allowed wholesale rates on subsequent orders, any quantity. Dealers receive wholesale rates for any purchase.
THIS OFFER IS GOOD TO MARCH 31. NO PREMIUMS

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR

No order at this price will be accepted if postmarked later than March 31st.

To provide an immediately available fund for the purchase of improved office equipment we are making a special campaign for new subscriptions. Until March 31st we shall sell full yearly subscriptions to AMERIKA ESPERANTISTO at fifty cents, or six months' subscriptions at 25 cents. No premiums are given with these subscriptions.

If you have not yet subscribed, NOW IS YOUR TIME.
Order a bundle sent to your address for a year.
Make gift subscriptions for friends or relatives.
Have the magazine sent to a list of prominent educators.
Canvass the membership of your club--every member owes it to himself.
Make up a subscription list among non-Esperantists and let us help convert them.

NOW IS YOUR TIME

Here is a subscription form. Cut it out, attach it to the top of a sheet of blank paper, and take with you an INDELIBLE PENCIL, an UNFUSSABLE GOOD HUMOR and a NON-SQUELCHABLE DETERMINATION. Go out and get us a big list and a good list. Every dollar you send to this office goes to help spread Esperanto--we have no other business.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
American Esperantist Company, 235 E. 40th St., Chicago:
Send AMERIKA ESPERANTISTO to the following addresses, for which payment is enclosed at half price, per advertisement in March

NAMES AND ADDRESSES

AMT
This is only a fraction of the whole list of Esperanto books

**BOOK LIST**

Address all orders to American Esperantist Co., 235 East Forty-fourth Street, Chicago. Only books in stock February 18th are listed.

**THE AMERICAN ESPERANTO BOOK.** $1.00

- Paper Edition, with Subscription, Free
- In the first fifteen months after its publication more copies of this book were sold in America alone than the total circulation of the next most popular book in Great Britain and America during four years. The British Esperantist reviewed it as “the best manual yet issued.” The April 1908 “Revuo” says: “There is in no country an Esperanto book better printed, with cleaner type, or on better paper than this elegant book... Everything is carefully arranged...” It contains 671 pages, discussion of the grammar, with examples, 114 pages of the Zamenhof Exercises, with translations and notes, and 130 pages Esperanto-English and English-Esperanto vocabularies. Bound in extra cloth. The Premium Paper Edition is printed on thin bible paper, paper cover.

- Five copies (cloth) prepaid ............... 3.75
- Book with Subscription, year ............. 1.50
- With Six-Months’ Subscription .......... 1.25
- Year Combination in fives or more ....... 1.20
- Six Months Combination, fives or more .... 1.00
  - Our agents, dealers and clubs may buy in less than fives at the reduced rate. Anyone may become an agent by making an initial purchase of five or more paper copies (cloth), prepaid.

- Paper Book and Yearly Subscription .... 1.00
- Five or more, rate of ....................... .75
- Paper Book and Six Months’ Sub .. ....  .50
  - This last combination is sold at a discount of 25 per cent to dealers and agents, and to clubs which act as dealers, charging their members full price. When cash accompanies order, paid subscription cards will be sent with premium books.

**Special Terms for American Esperanto Book**

Esperanto Clubs have the privilege of having our books at a 10 per cent discount. Agents and clubs may charge for books in any way they choose; but orders for such books must be pretagged and made out to the club, including 10 per cent commission. Every book and pamphlet is a single item. When prepaid, and when not returned, we will charge the club for the amount shown in our regular list price, plus 10 per cent commission. Returns must be sent back to our American office. 

**Bukedo** (Lambert) .....................  .65
**Chio**—A set of fifty cards, each containing forty Esperanto words, with directions for playing a number of interesting games. By Winifred S. Stoner. Combines amusement with an excellent memory exercise. Printed on playing card enamel bristle, round-cornered and packed in a neat carton. Post free for ..........................  .50

**Cikado che Formikoj**

(Grupo da Chaumont) ..................  .20

**Cox Grammar and Commentary**

An exhaustive treatise, too elaborate for beginners, but should be in the hands of every writer, teacher and serious student. Cloth, 357 pages. ..................  .50

**Esperanto in Fifty Lessons**

A conversational method, by Edmund Privat

- Chu Li? (v. Dro. Vallienne) ............. 1.20
- Dictionnaire Esperanto-Francaise ........  .60
  - (de Beaumont)
- Diversajhoj (Lallemant kaj Beau) ..........  .45
- Don Juan (Moliere—Boirac) ................  .45
- Edzigho Malankhita (Inglanda) .............  .20
- Elektitaj Fabeloj de La Fontaine ...........  .25
  - (Valliant)
- Eneido (Virgilio—Vallienne) ...............  .90
- Esperantaj Prozajhoj (Dudek Verkistoj) ..  .75
- English-Esperanto Dictionary .............  .65
  - By O’Connor and Hayes (The large book is known as the Rhodes Dictionary). Contains about 7000 common English words, with Esperanto translation; 200 pages, press-board cover.
- Rhodes English-Esperanto Dictionary .... 2.00
- Esperanto-English Dictionary (Motteau) .....  .65
  - The only such dictionary published; contains practically all Esperanto roots, with examples of use of interest.
- Esperanta Sintakso (Fruclia) .............  .45
- Esperantista Psichokalendaro (M & B) .......  .35
- La Faraono (three volumes) ............... 2.05
- First Reader (Lawrence) ...................  .25
- Fullstaendiga Laerbo i Esperanto .......... 1.00
  - (Dano-Norwegian Text-Book)

**Fundamento de Esperanto (Cloth)** ........  .60
**Fundamento de Esperanto (Cloth)** ........  .90

**Fundamento de Esperanto (Cloth)** is the official basis of the language, containing the Ekzercaro of Zamenhof, with vocabularies translated into French, English, German, Russian and Polish. The price of the five-language edition is quoted above. The book has also been adapted to other languages, each in a separate edition, as follows:

- **Fundamento de Esperanto (Greek)** ........  .50
- **Fundamento de Esperanto (Italian)** ......  .50
- **Fundamento de Esperanto (Spanish)** ......  .50
- **Fundamento de Esperanto (Greek)** ......  .25

**Fundamenta Krestomatio (paper)** ........  1.10
**Fundamenta Krestomatio (half-leather)** ... 1.50

The standard literary style-book of Esperanto, commencing with simple exercises and grading up to translations from the classics. Recommended to every Esperantist who desires to cultivate good literary style.
HELP US PUSH THIS GRAND WORK TO SUCCESS

Higieno kaj Moralo (Hereran—Good) .......... 25
Ifigeo en Taurido ........................................ 65
From Schiller, by Zamenhof.
Inter Blinduloj (Javal—Javal) ................. 60
Internacia Kromatiko (Kablar) ................. 50
Jeso de Knabinoj .......................................... 20
Kantaro (Thirteen Songs for Quartet) ........ 95
Kastelo de Prelongo (v. Vallienne) .......... 120
Koloristigo Aerveturanto .............................. 15
 Grupo cès Monaco)
Komerca Sekretario (Sudria) ................. 20
A book of letter forms, etc.
Kondukante kaj Antologio (Grabowski) .... 60
A collection of premium articles from 
"La Revuo"
Libro de l' Humorajho ................................. 75
Makbeto ......................................................... 25
(Berthelot kaj Lambert)
Monadologio (Liebniz—Boirae) ............... 20
Polas Antologio (Kabe) ............................... 60
Polish Text-Book ......................................... $0.30
Kvar Evangelioj (Launey) ......................... 50
Lauroj .............................................................. 65
La collection de premium articles du 
"La Revuo"
Provo de Marista Terminaro ..................... 50
Predikanto ....................................................... 25
Psalmaro ......................................................... 75
(Book of Psalms, tr. Zamenhof)
Pictorial Esperanto Course ....................... 35
Posekalendaro (Fred) ................................. 25
Rabistoj (Schiller—Zamenhof) ................. 65
Rakontoj pri Feinoj (Perraut—Sarp) .......... 30
Rezisoro (Gogol—Zamenhof) ..................... 50
Rip Van Vinki ................................................. 45
Robinsce Kruso (Defoe—Kraft) ............... 50
Rompantoj (Valjes) ....................................... 30
Shi Klinighas Por Venki ............................ 50
(Goldsmith—Motteau)
Standard Course (Bullen) paper ................ 25
Standard Course; same, in cloth .......... 50
Tria Kongreso ................................................. 50
Tri Unuakaj Komedioj ................................. 50
Troiseme Congres Universel ........................ $0.05
Tutmonda Aneddotaro (Unua) ................... 10
Universala Vortaro (Zamenhof) ............... 30
Ventego (Shakespeare—Motteau) ............. 75
Verkaro že Devjatinin .............................. 60
Vivo de Jesuo (Renan—Gasse) ................. 70
Virtuito de la Maro (Zamenhof) ............... 45
Vagho Interne de Mia Chambro ............... 25
(Meyer)
Worterbuch Deutsch-Esperanto ................. 75
Kaprinoj de Seguin ................................ 65
Kommista Manifesto (Marx—Baker) ........... 80
International Language .............................. 1.05
Past, Present, Future. The best study of 
the whole problem in the English 
language: should be possessed by every 
lecturer and by all who desire a 
thorough understanding of the problem 
and its solution.

ANY NEW IDEA must be advertised before it can secure a popular verdict on its merits. The advertising expert is an educational expert in proportion as the thing he advertises is of benefit to the race. For example, it is quite probable that J. Richard Smith, the unknown author of the advertisements of tooth brushes, has a greater aggregate of popular uplift to his credit than the head of any university.

OUR BUSINESS is advertising Esperanto. We think it is educational work and we are proud of our occupation. We are grateful for all the help given us, but must repeat that it is never adequate to the task of telling the 100,000,000 people of North America about Esperanto. We need thousands of dollars with which to advertise, and the experience of sixteen years in publishing and advertising work has taught us how to spend each thousand so that it will come back.

Have you some money which is not working? Would you like to let it work for Esperanto? This magazine is published by a corporation, The American Esperantist Company, which offers for sale shares of Preferred Stock, paying annual dividends of seven per cent. The shares are in denominations of $10.00 each, and can be purchased outright or in monthly installments of ten per cent. The shares are full-paid, non-assessable. The dividends are cumulative—that is, if unpaid during one year they become a cumulative charge against the company's earnings for subsequent periods until paid. The governing laws of the corporation were drafted by an investment company with the express object of making our Preferred Stock a good and safe investment for its most conservative clients.

SUBSCRIPTION
American Esperantist Company,
235 East Fortyeth Street, Chicago.
Gentlemen:
I enclose herewith $............ in full (or partial) payment for
shares of the Preferred Stock of your company, 
and agree to pay the balance in monthly installments of .............. Enter my account and 
issue my certificate when full payment has been made, under my name as signed:

Name.............................................................
Address ........................................................
KLASIGITAJ ANONCETOJ

UNITED STATES
S. Edward Garber, Leon, Iowa.
P. Robert Wright, Mexico, Mo...

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
F. Maire, teragmento, Hamilton, III.
S. Edward Garber, Leon, Iowa.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE
E. J. McCallum, 937 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Penna.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WE will print in this department little advertisements of any reputable business, requests for correspondence, etc. More than 25,000 people will read this page. If you have something to sell or trade, tell them about it. Rate per line, 10c flat; no discounts, and minimum charge 20c. Single line correspondence address, twice for 20c. International coupons or one-cent stamps.

ESPERANTO CANDY: Variously, delicately flavored and packed in souvenir boxes, 25 cents. Orders filled for all kinds of Esperanto goods, foreign and domestic—postcards, magazines, books, etc. Esperanta Basaro, 4 Broughton St., Savannah, Georgia, U. S. A.


FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
John L. Tewsbury, 20 Cushman Place, Auburn, Me.

United States

BELGIUM

HUNGARY
Sro. T. Nakamura, Yurakusha, MarnouCi, Tokio.

Sro. Octavían Z. Fregoso, Tuxpan, Teple, Mexico.

Sro. Francisco Herrera Zambrue, Banco Nacional, Mexico, MarnouCi, Mexico.

Fino. Beatriz Horcasitas, 4a de Mina No. 441, Mexico D. F.

Fino. Celeste Cordero, 363 Zaragoza, Guadalajara, Jal.

Sro. Salvador Uribe, Cia. de Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Jal.

Sro. Prof. Domingo F. Morales, Av., Colon 433, Guadalajara, Jal.

Sro. Miguel A. Renteria, Portal Bravo 2y 3, Guadalajara, Jal.

Sro. Jauqui R. Ortego, Apartado No. 113, Guadalajara, Jal.

Sro. Miguel A. Renteria, Portal Bravo 2y 3, Guadalajara, Jal.


Maur. Fischer, I. C. Bratianu 5, Bukarest.

Sro. Y. Sirunjan, AnĈishatskaĵa 3, Tiflis, Caucasus.


Sro. Ivan Nikolaev, Peterburgsko stroona, Domo 25, Peterburg.

Sro. D. Tre.

Sro. J. W. Barclay, W innitza, Podolia.


Sro. V. DiBenko, Tritska ulica, dom. Ĥomajko, Sumi, Kursk.


Sro. A. Zajcr, Dumskaja ulica, dom. Ĥomajko, Sumi, Kursk.

Sro. Salvador Uribe, Cia. de Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Jal.

Fino. Celeste Cordero, 363 Zaragoza, Guadalajara, Jal.

Fino. Refugio Ocampo, la de Paz No. 4, Aguscalientes.

Fino. Guadalupe, Ochoa, 2a Zaragoza No. 1, Jalapa, Ver.


Sro. P. P. Levitskij, Rylsk, Kursk gub.

Sro. S. German, doni' Groholskago, W innitza, Podolia.


Sro. D. Tre.

Sro. Franko Herrera Zambrue, Banco Nacional, Mexico, MarnouCi, Mexico.

Sro. Octavían Z. Fregoso, Tuxpan, Teple, Mexico.

Sro. Francisco Herrera Zambrue, Banco Nacional, Mexico, MarnouCi, Mexico.

Fino. Beatriz Horcasitas, 4a de Mina No. 441, Mexico D. F.

Sro. Y. Sirunjan, AnĈishatskaĵa 3, Tiflis, Caucasus.


Sro. A. Monate, Poste Restante, Riga.

Sro. Ivan Nikolaev, Peterburgsko stroona, Domo 25, Peterburg.


Sro. S. German, doni' Groholskago, W innitza, Podolia.


Sro. D. Tre.

Sro. Y. Sirunjan, AnĈishatskaĵa 3, Tiflis, Caucasus.


Sro. A. Monate, Poste Restante, Riga.

Sro. Ivan Nikolaev, Peterburgsko stroona, Domo 25, Peterburg.

Sro. J. W. Barclay, W innitza, Podolia.


Sro. D. Tre.

Sro. Y. Sirunjan, AnĈishatskaĵa 3, Tiflis, Caucasus.


Sro. D. Tre.

Sro. Y. Sirunjan, AnĈishatskaĵa 3, Tiflis, Caucasus.


ESPERANTO "MAKES THE WHOLE WORLD KIN"

ESPERANTO STATIONERY
For individuals, clubs and societies. Good for propaganda uses. To introduce our line we quote:

50 Envelopes, 6 x 3 1/2, 25 Penny Heads, 8 1/2 x 12 1/2, neatly printed on good quality paper $0.75
100 Envelopes, 6 x 3 1/2, 25 Penny Heads, 8 1/2 x 12 1/2, neatly printed on good paper $1.00
50 Envelopes, 6 x 3 1/2, 25 Penny Heads, 8 1/2 x 12 1/2, printed on Old Hampshire Bond (best paper made) $1.00
150 of each, of the Old Hampshire Bond $2.00
Printed in Green unless otherwise ordered. Green Star used if desired.

We do all sorts of good Esperanto Printing. Estimates gladly given.

THE ARDEN PRINTERY
At the Sign of the Green Star
EDGE MOOR DELAWARE

Do You Know Esperanto Well?
You should learn it, for it is an open sesame to the world's store of knowledge. Hard to learn a language? Not if that language is Esperanto presented in a clear and simple manner by a common sense textbook.

THE STANDARD MANUAL OF ESPERANTO
is complete and up-to-date, containing answers of Zamenhof and Dr. Zamenhof's word-building, and is so easy that from it you can learn Esperanto well in two or three weeks. The best way to refute the charge that Esperanto is hard is to show a copy of The Standard Manual. Ĝi ne provas simpligi Esperanton sed prezentas ĝin simple kaj nature. Price, 35c; or 50c cloth bound.

Special inducements to Esperanto clubs, agents, and kunhelpantoj de nia afero.

E. S. JELLEY JR.
Vancouver, B. C. 108 Heatley Ave.

ESPERANTO BULLETIN
A little monthly newspaper. Its object is to put the latest information on Esperanto into the hands of those who are interested, but have not taken up the study. The subscription rates are:
Per year 10c, 5 to one address 25c, 10 to one address 50c
$1.00 For twenty copies a full year to one address $1.00

"INTRODUCTION TO ESPERANTO"
is a ten-cent, 32-page book, and gives in clear concise language, printed in large type, a careful analysis of Esperanto for the beginner. Any person who has read the Introduction and who receives the Bulletin, may consider himself well informed on this most vital and interesting topic.

Combination 15c Bulletin and Price only Introduction

The purposes of these two publications coincide nicely—in fact the Introduction was especially made for circulation with the Bulletin. We give the two in combination for 15 cents. For brevity and convenience in our advertising and in your orders, this is designated: Bulletin Combination

REWARDS TO WORKERS
Among our workers are professors, scientists, lawyers, judges, bankers, physicians, members of legislatures, army and navy officers of high rank, and no Esperantist feels it beneath his dignity to help spread our publications. Will you help? Our best offer to workers is: The American Esperanto Book, a 320-page home-study book, and American Esperantist, a monthly magazine in English and Esperanto, official organ of the movement in North America. The price of the book in cloth is $1.00, and of the magazine alone $1.00 a year. The price of the two in combination is $1.50.

We will give you free postpaid the following REWARDS for securing Bulletin or Bulletin Combination subscriptions to the net CASH AMOUNT OF

PRIZE OFFER
American Esperanto Book (paper) $ .50
With American Esperantist 6 months .1.00
With American Esperantist 1 year .1.50
American Esperanto Book, cloth, and American Esperantist one year .2.50
If you already have book and magazine, take your own selections from our current Book List, up to 30 per cent of amount sent in. Order your premiums when you send the list, and avoid confusion. We furnish blanks free.

CUT OUT or copy this subscription form and have addresses PLAINLY written.
American Esperantist Co. 215 E. 40th St., Chicago.

Send the Bulletin (or Bulletin Combination as indicated) to the following addresses. Enclosure $ . . . .
Esperanto Association of North America

(Official Part)

Offices, 3981 Langley Avenue, Chicago

Edwin C. Reed, Secretary

Benedict Papot, Chairman Publications Committee

Membership in E. A. of N. A.

Every person interested and believing in the adoption of the international language, should join the association and so assist the propaganda with the prestige of larger membership as well as treasury. Fee for each individual is twenty-five cents. Each member is sent a certificate of membership and is entered in the year book of the E. A. of N. A.

It is worthy of notice that the list of new members this issue contains 401 new names, a sufficient proof of one month's growth.

Official Notices.

Dr. Elmer E. Haynes, Box 484, Lewis, Kansas, has been appointed Secretary of the Southwestern Division, and all in Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Texas, should correspond with him with a view to organizing.

Because of the many foreign Esperantists visiting the smelting works, the Anaconda (Mont.) Society has appointed as Consul, Mr. R. W. Kerns, 604 Maple St.

Examinations.

The Association conducts examinations for proficiency in the language. There are two grades, and each Esperantist should have at least the Atesto pri Lernado. For this Preliminary Examination the registration fee is 10c, examination fee $1.25. Advanced registration fee 25c, examination fee $2.50. Further particulars upon request to the Secretary, 3981 Langley Ave., Chicago.

Passed Preliminary Examination

Atesto pri Lernado

Prof. A. P. Hickson, Anaconda, Mont.
Mrs. Agnes D. Roberts, Omaha, Neb.
Dr. B. K. Šmonek, Chicago, Ill.
P. S. Smale, South Bend, Ind.
Dr. M. Ullin Stoneman, Crafton, Pa.
R. W. Kerns, Anaconda, Mont.
Geo. E. Stansfield, New Haven, Conn.
J. D. Hallman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Miss Mayme French, Anaconda, Mont.
Miss Bertha E. Ware, Anaconda, Mont.
D. Samuel Kolston, Ingram, Pa.

Passed Advanced Examination

Atesto pri Kapablico

Dr. Joseph H. Noble, Phila., Pa.
Herbert F. Bergman, Agri. Col., Fargo, N. D.
Rudolph G. Stevens, Allegheny, Pa.
Miss Jara J. Brown, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Michael J. Gartner, Martin's Ferry, Ohio.
Henry D. King, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs. Mary B. Ketchum, St. Louis, Mo.
George H. Appleton, Lynchburg, Va.
Virgil C. Dibble, Jr., Charleston, S. C.
Dr. L. F. Harder, Milwaukee, Wis.

Official Organizations.

To the "Official Organizations" given in the issues of January and February, the following should be added:— Augusta (Me.) Society, Hallowell (Me.) Group, Beverly (Mass.) Club, Providence (R. I.) Society, New London (Conn.) Society, Manhattan Group (N. Y. City), Washington (D. C.) Society, Cleveland (O.) Society, Willard Library, Geknaboj and Felca Clubs of Evansville, Ind., Wheeling (W. Va.) Club, W. Y. C. A. Club of Wheeling (W. Va.), Glen Easton (W. Va.) Class, New Church Club of Chicago, Univ. of Ill. Society, Lewis (Kan.) Society, Arizona (Mont.) Society, Colorado Springs Society, Los Angeles Society, Auxiliary Language Ass'n of the Univ. of Southern California.

Voting Power of Councillors

Up to February 2nd, and including the 401 new members listed in this number, the voting power of the Councillors is:—

New England Division, Mr. J. F. Twombly. .180
New York Division, Mr. H. D. King. .138
Eastern Division, Mr. J. M. Clifford, Jr. .117
Capitol Division, Mr. J. W. Cheney. .026
Southern Division, Mr. W. B. Sterrett. .018
Ohio Valley Division, Mr. H. W. Scott. .150
Central Division, Prof. B. Papot. .144
Prairie Division, Prof. G. H. Fracker. .087
Southwestern Division, Mr. E. C. Reed. .027
Western Division, Prof. J. M. Dixon. .120
Canadian Division, Mr. R. M. Sangster. .013

1,000
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION.

Augusta (Me.) Group.

Anne, Miss Ethel
Berry, Mrs. Mabel
Bruce, Wm. H.
Emerson, C. P.
Emmons, Mrs. C. P.
Marshall, Farnsworth G.
Marshall, Mrs. F. G.
Norcross, A. E.
Richards, Mrs. E. B.
Riggs, Ora M.
Robbins, Ethel M.
Stewart, Clyde Marshall
Sweet, Estella A.

HALLOWEIL (Me.) Society.

Blake, Florence E.
Bowman, Alice
Churchill, Cleora
Morse, Minnie L.
Quinn, Catherine H.
Wadsworth, Mattle
Wadsworth, Rose

Massachusetts.

Lindsay, Prof. T. B., Boston
O’Leary, Joshua, Boston
Clark, Miss Mary E., Foxboro
Atkins, Paul M., Jamaica Plain
Campbell, Miss Margaret, Roxbury
Russell, C. A., Roxbury
Koehler, Mrs. Henry, Somerville
Beverly (Mass.) Club.

Day, Miss May B.
Egorson, Mrs. F. D.
Foster, Frank A.
Hanson, Miss Edith P.
Hathaway, Miss Mary E.
Howard, Miss Bertha
Montford, Miss Alice
Stiles, Arthur D.
Stills, Miss Irene G.

North Abington Society.

Bruck, Leonard A.
Britt, Mrs. Wm. C.
Nobbs, Mrs. Lena R.
Nobbs, Oliver B.

PROVIDENCE (R. I.) Society.

Bouz, Chas. F.
Bontureau, Alfred
Brown, Miss Bernice Y.
Brown, Dr. J. Edmund
Davidson, Edgar C.
Dochtery, E. M.
Docherty, Mrs. E. M.
Drake, Herbert E.
Fales, Russell C.
Fletcher, Miss Sara
Magoon, Hattie S.
Mowry, Harold C.
Palmer, Miss Lena P.
Randall, L. A.
Reynolds, Henry S.
Scott, John A.
Southwick, E. L.
Soule, Miss M. R.
Sullivan, Miss Mary E.
Wheeler, Mrs. Edward H.
Whitehead, Miss Clara
Whitehead, Miss Minnie W.
CONNECTICUT.

Connery, William J., Ansonia
Lathrop, William M., Waterbury
NEW LONDON (Conn.) Society.

Gadman, Miss Alice B.
Ives, Rev. Howard C.
Oxford, Miss Jesa M.
Perkins, Chas. C.
Richardson, Mrs. Ida E.
Wright, Miss Alice B.

NEW YORK DIVISION.

Schmid, Jos. Jc., Buffalo
Moore, Miss Laura G. E. Aurora
Norwich.

Van Buskirk, Miss Frances

Judd, Mrs. E. A. Olean.
Brooklyn.

Barksy, Dr. Jos.
Chipp, Miss Katherine S.
Crane, George Arthur
Hall, Miss Frazer C.
Prall, Miss Reba S.
Smith, Abram Lent.
Whooley, Prof. E. C.

New York City.

Brainerd, Mrs. H. C.
Charnas, Nathan.
Davis, J. Winter
Hamilton, Geo. H.
Hewitt, Hubert J.
Zuchmann, Simon
Manhatten Group
Bogle, Charles L.
Bogle, Dr. Jessie T.
Cotes, A. A.
Duff, Alexander
Forman, Henry James
Gylvonkrook, Miss Rosa
Johnson, Paul B.
Steeples, Miss Lillian E.

CENTRAL DIVISION.

New Jersey.

Heidler, C. F., Elizabeth
Sincos, K. F., Elizabeth
Van Duyne, T. J. M., Elizabeth
Louisdiana.

Drelabach, F. S., Allentown
Earle, O. M., Brooklyn
Richardson, R. Kirk, California
Richardson, Mrs. R. K., Cal.
Sharbaugh, Miss, Carrolltown
Bauschinger, C. H., Charleston
Hicks, C. T., Erie
Brumer, Miss Lillian A., Lancaster

Sherwood, Dr. W. A., Lancaster

Medville, Pa.

Gamble, Mrs. R. Bruce
Haas, Miss Florence
Hass, Miss Nellie
Hass, Roger W.
Hamaker, Dr. W. D.
Hartman, Ed.
McCoy, Adrian W.
McCoy, Mrs. A. W.
McKinney, Miss E. B.
Tryek, Alfred
Walker, K. W.
West, Miss Cora

Pittsburgh.

Alexander, Charlotte
Alexander, Katherine F.
Babitz, Belle Etta
Bear, H. J.
Bear, Mrs. H. J.
Colberston, Miss E. J.
Eedeburn, Miss Edith L.
Fishburn, Mrs. S. H.
Holliday, Wm. B.
Lauer, Mrs. W. A.
McShane, A. V.
Patton, Mrs. Helen D.
Peder, Mrs. C. J.
Spiegelmire, Miss Irene
Stelling, Elmer Susan
Stelling, Martha Catharine
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FINO DE LA OFICIALA PARTO
THE INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE

THE dominant element in society to-day is Trade. It has fostered invention and developed organizations which are overreaching national boundaries and overshadowing national governments. A hundred years ago, the only way to get a cargo of tea from Japan would have been to send a fleet of war vessels. Today, a few words written in a telegraphic code, a few electrical vibrations committed to a copper wire, set in motion international machinery which stores the tea safely in the hold of the first outgoing vessel.

In its search for profitable buying and selling markets, Trade has disseminated many new concepts. It has taught us much tolerance. We had only contempt and horror for the civilization, morals and religion of the heathen. Trade has taught us to love his rugs and pottery, to tolerate his morals, and to shrug our shoulders wisely at his religion.

In all the busy ferment of the new conditions which Trade has brought about, the international language has only a general object—to help the process of change and fermentation. The boundaries of the nations are obliterated, or practically so, as concerns the interchange of merchandise; but owing to the diversity of languages the assimilation of customs and ideas is greatly impeded. The nations of the world, estranged for years by the interexistence of seas and mountains, find themselves suddenly in process of "getting acquainted" by the invention of the steamship, railroad, telegraph, etc. And this process of getting acquainted is most seriously impeded by the lack of a common language.

You meet, for the first time, your two-year-old nephew. His attitude is friendly, but your conversation with him is hampered because you cannot understand him. Then the moth interprets with the explanation that "di-da" is his word for "kitty-cat," that "woo-woo" means "dog," and after a few moments you are on easy and intimate terms, by means of an interpreter.

This is exactly what happens between the nations, and the system of interpretation is unsatisfactory because it is expensive and inadequate. That a certain object or idea which is the same in all the world should have, in a hundred different places, as many different names, is a condition of affairs consistent only with the age when men could not travel as they now do, and could not receive literature and news from foreign countries.

Esperanto meets the needs of the case by offering a language which is adequate for all the needs of conversation, commerce and literature, which has for its basis the common elements of the principal European languages. One who has not had occasion to study or examine languages other than English can hardly understand how another language, which, when spoken, sounds absolutely strange and foreign, may yet be composed in two-thirds of its whole from elements which are also a part of English. Take, for example, the idea of motion. In four languages besides English, to move is expressed respectively by the words mouvoir (French), muovere (Italian), mover (Spanish and Portuguese). The idea to cease is expressed by cesser (French), cessare (Italian), cessar (Spanish), cessar (Portuguese), cessieren (German). From these words, so nearly alike, the maker of an international language would take move and ces to express the idea of motion and ces the idea of cessation.

There are other words still more international. Talent is the same in English, French and German; it is talento in Italian, Spanish and Portuguese; while such words as automobile, telephone, photograph, are, except for national variations in spelling and pronunciation, the same throughout the entire world.

The author of Esperanto simply searched out these international words, reduced them to the simplest spelling, gave them a pronunciation according to the spelling, broadened their application by a system of prefixes and suffixes, and with a grammar so simple that its rules can be printed on a postal card the language was complete. It is not a creation or an invention, but an adaptation.

Esperanto and Science.

When we come to consider the possible scope of an international language might assume in the course of years, the field offers such an opportunity for speculation that conservatism is necessary in order not to startle the stranger with the vastness of the vision. Esperantists unanimously disclaim any desire to push aside even the most unimportant national language. Esperanto, according to the plans of its advocates and users, is to be simply a means of communication between those who have without it no common tongue. All educated people are to possess a knowledge of Esperanto besides their own language, and thus equipped, they can make themselves heard in similarly well-educated people in any part of the world. Books on important subjects of international interest are to be printed in Esperanto. For example, medical experts in Tokio, St. Petersburg, Berlin, Paris and London are working to secure certain results along certain lines. In order to "compare notes" and give each other the benefit of their discoveries, their reports must be printed in five languages, they must be translated, all must know a common language or each must know all five of the languages current in the five different cities.

We cannot believe that anything of the kind occurs. The simple fact is that although men whose work is so valuable to humanity have to waste years of their lives in the study of language, which is wholly outside their real sphere of usefulness, they still remain to a greater or less extent in ignorance of each other's progress—a circumstance due more to diversity of languages than to any other cause. In such a field Esperanto presents a precise vehicle for the scientific monograph, and the man who desires to devote his whole life to a single subject will not be compelled to turn aside for six or seven years to study foreign
languages, because the labors of his colleagues in other nations will be faithfully reported through the whole world in the world language—Esperanto.

The scope of an international language as an aid to the tourist is hardly more important than its function as an instrument of travel. Be sure, the people of all nations travel much more today than ever before, yet it is hardly within the realm of doubt that many more people would travel were it not for the certain embarrassment which overtakes him who journeys in a country whose language he does not know—at least embarrassment not only moral, but financial, as the "foreigner" is the legitimate prey of all human carnivora. "See America first" is an ingenious catch-line for the advertising of local resorts and hotels, as well as a convenient refuge for those who fear a foreign trip because of the language difficulties. Certainly, if one is studying geology or botany, he may candidly confine himself to America for life. But if he is studying art, music, or sociology, his conclusions with regard to things American will rest on firmer ground if he is able to compare them with things European. Even at the present stage, Esperanto has developed so far that every one of its adherents is possessed of an earnest desire to travel; a perfect confidence that he can "make himself at home" in any foreign country.

A Wide Field for Writers.

Esperantists are not all of one opinion as to the merits of their language for literature. Many hold to the purely theoretical viewpoint that such a language should be limited to other fields, but the publication and sale of immense quantities of translations of the best literature from all tongues lends much strength to the opposite opinion—that the best of all literature can, through Esperanto, be made available for the whole world without the expense (or impossibility) of multifold translations and reprints. Several hundred books have been translated into Esperanto, and the reception given the few original works which have appeared indicates that ample recompense awaits the genius who will create an original literature in the language. Certain it is that the day is not far distant when the writer who seeks to address the entire world will make his remarks in Esperanto.

Music and the Drama.

The music printer of the present day, in publishing a song for which he expects a limited sale, prints the text in English, French and German. An opera libretto is usually printed in at least two languages, both of which are frequently "Greek" to part of the audience. Sometimes a "star" basers forth a plain statement of fact in Italian, and it is echoed by the chorus in English; frequently a French Romeo sings love to a German Juliet, and they are afterward married in Italian on the same stage, before the same audience. Since most opera singers regard consonants as beneath their notice and sing only the vowels, Esperanto offers a compromise by which much expense can be saved in printing, if nothing more, and the audience will understand quite as much as ever before.

The possibility of an international drama in the larger cities by means of Esperanto is by no means a visionary idea. A heavy classic drama, "Iphigenia in Tauris," translated into Esperanto from the German of Schiller, was presented by a professional company in Dresden during the Fourth Esperanto Congress, and was a pronounced success. "Aspasia," a classic drama from the Polish, a comedy from the Russian, several of Shakespeare's plays—these represent only a small fraction of the total amount of dramatic material already available in Esperanto. At the Third Congress in England, "She Stoops to Conquer" was presented in Esperanto by eleven actors, each of whom had learned his part in his own country—and they represented eleven different countries!

Esperanto and World Trade.

Just as the international standards of measurement have been opposed by vested interests seeking to promote their own standards, so doubtless any advocacy of Esperanto as a means of international trade would be opposed by the same interests. For example, a Massachusetts textile manufacturer claims that the English inch, foot and yard are superior in convenience to the meter and centimeter, because they are more used in China, which had an opportunity to choose! Possibly the Chinaman found the goods themselves superior. At any rate, this manufacturer will regret to learn that, if he calls in any American or English surgeon of high standing to measure the thickness of his skull, the figures will be given him in millimeters; or possibly centimeters.

However, modern business methods are fast driving out national competition, and business corporations of world-wide scope are to be the order of the future. The science of advertising must be called into play in educating the people to use the products of new factories. Doubtless the most vigorous advertising appeal can always be made through the national languages, but, for mere purposes of listing and prices, a severely condensed catalogue printed in Esperanto presents a possible saving of vast sums of money. It is absolutely certain that the superior or precision of Esperanto, the fact that the meaning of an ordinary business letter would not be open to question renders it much more desirable for commerce between New York and Paris than poorly-written French or badly-understood English. At any rate, local trade interests of Dresden (the home of the famous royal pottery kilns) immediately after the Esperanto Congress there, established commercial courses in the language under their patronage. The London Chamber of Commerce has for several years taught Esperanto in its commercial schools.

The International Parliament.

It can only be a matter of a few years until the governments of the world will establish an international court and parliament. But pending that happy or unhappy event, we have dozens of international conventions, at which Esperanto is already used to some extent, and...
must in time crowd out other languages. The proceedings at such conventions are wonderfully favorable to the introduction of Esperanto. For example, a speaker addresses the convention in French. He is oppressed by the knowledge that less than half the audience understand him. The rest are bored. If the speech is long a few fall asleep or leave the place. Then the speech is translated. The speaker may not know whether the translation is as he would wish it. Those who have heard it before can now better understand it, in a language they do or do not understand. If the translation is in German it is followed by another in English. Think of introducing a resolution, reading it in three languages, debating it in three languages, voting it in three languages, in a little convention whose time is worth $1,000 per hour, or a big one whose expense bill is $10,000 per testimony of those that W. T. Stead, of the London Review of Reviews sent his famous telegram "From the war conference at The Hague to the real peace (Esperanto) congress at Cambridge."

**Esperanto in Practical Use.**

Though we have enumerated but a few of the uses which can be made of an international language, others will readily suggest themselves to the mind of the reader, and with them the question: "Just how practical is this Esperanto? We confess the great need of an international language—does Esperanto meet the requirements?"

"Can it be easily learned, by any person, as to reading, writing and speaking?"

"Can it express sufficiently fine shades of meaning?"

The first question is quickly answered by the language itself, and we ask the reader to turn to the three-page synopsis of Esperanto and consider the simplicity of the grammar. It is a fact, attested by hundreds of proofs, that two persons of fair intelligence, knowing no other common tongue, can study Esperanto separately and alone, from text-books; and at their first meeting converse readily in the language! That this is impossible with any national language need not be added, and the Esperanto letter which the average student writes after a week of study is more precise and clear than most of the "English" letters sent out by French business firms.

As to the second question, one must take the testimony of those who have read many works in the original, with translations in Esperanto. Certainly the translations of Shakespeare leave the impression that something is lacking. But for that matter so does Shakespeare in German, French, Spanish or Italian. On the other hand, the Book of Ecclesiastes, which abounds in forceful statement and vivid figures of speech, is fully equal in the Esperanto translation to the English version. In reading "La Faraono," a novel translated from the Polish, the Esperantist reader feels himself as resolutely carried with the current of events as though he were reading "Ivanhoe" or "The Last Days of Pompeii." All in all, it may be said that Esperanto presents an abundant fund of excellent material to the writer who will cultivate its use; while the enormous output of translations is in itself sufficient evidence of its adaptability, for this purpose.

**What Has Been Achieved?**

First, Esperanto has overcome the prejudice which the failure of Volapuk, twenty years ago, left in the popular mind. It has clearly demonstrated that an international language is wonderfully easy—the most essential thing being to get the nations to agree upon one system—and that its possibilities are boundless. By the faithful persistence of its advocates no less than by its own superiority it has brought to its support all the people of the world who see in an international language a modern, practical affair for every-day use.

It has held four international conventions, attended by representatives from thirty or more different countries. At all of these the facility of learning to speak and understand the language was fully attested by witnesses whose credibility is beyond the shadow of doubt.

At the first of these, held in France in 1905, a public declaration was adopted placing Esperanto forever beyond the experimental touch of theorists and leaving to the writers and users of the language the work of its continuous and gradual improvement. This declaration has given it the confidence of publishers, and many of the largest firms in Europe and America now publish books and periodicals in Esperanto. The severest test of such a language (the possible schism among its followers over revisions, which caused the downfall of Volapuk) has been staunchly resisted by Esperanto. Since the first congress six or eight different systems involving theoretical changes have been advanced. Most of them have passed unnoticed by any except their authors, while the most successful has not accomplished anything more threatening than a temporary "scare" and the possible deflection of less than one per cent of the total Esperanto following.

**Esperanto Organizations.**

There are in the world today more than nine hundred Esperanto societies, representing practically every country on earth. In Tokyo, Auckland, Calcutta, Jerusalem, Tunis, Algeria, Rome, Madrid, Budapest, Paris, Berlin, Geneva, Copenhagen, Stockholm, London, Brussels, Montreal, Washington, San Francisco—there is hardly a large city in any quarter of the globe without an Esperanto society. There are international Esperanto organizations of Good Templars, Red Cross, Christian Endeavor, Physicians, Aeronauts, Teachers, Philatelists, Tourists, Socialists, Police, and others. At the last Esperanto congress thirty or forty side meetings were held by specialists in these various lines. The language is being very seriously taken up by Free Masons throughout the world, and its use is being advocated in every organization of international scope.

**Periodicals.**

The most substantial evidence of the wide dissemination and solid growth of Esperanto is the great number of periodicals wholly devoted to it. Many of these are as well-established as
the periodicals of any language, others are society and propaganda organs. In all there are between sixty and seventy Esperanto journals, of which many are devoted to special subjects. Among these are a journal for physicians, one for teachers, for Christian Endeavorers, Catholics, Socialists, Police, Y. M. C. A., Stenography, the Blind, Science, World Peace, Youth, Labor, Free Thought, Humor, Philately, etc.

Government Recognition.
The Government of Belgium was the first to recognize Esperanto by sending an official delegate to the Third World Convention, in England, 1907. In Germany, 1906, the United States government was represented, through the War Department, by Major Paul F. Straub, while the government of Japan was represented through its Department of Education, and the king of Saxony was the patron of the convention. As a result of Major Straub's report, published in full in the Army and Navy Register, January 16th, and in the February number of Amerika Esperantisto, the Secretary of War has recommended: "That the study of Esperanto in the military service should be encouraged, as it is believed that the proposed international language is destined to play an important role in international intercourse."

Why Learn Esperanto?
Esperanto is the quintessence of modern European languages. It has aptly been called "the least common multiple of them all." Wholly aside from its literature, its international organization, its present value and its future promise for tourist, writer, scientist, professor, manufacturer and tradesman, it is well worth a few months' study as a means of linguistic culture. But it appeals with especial force to the idealist—to the advocate of international peace, to the propagandist with a world to conquer for his new idea, to the religiousist with a world to convert to his faith. To every student it gives a gratifying uplift and a widened horizon. To the person who is seeking mental culture of the kind that supplies its own inspiration and generously rewards the student for every hour devoted to it, we offer you the assurance and advice of a million people, from every quarter of the globe, who have already done so: learn Esperanto!

The Internacia Pedagogia Revuo (International Review of Pedagogy) is one of the recent additions to the long list of Esperanto periodicals. "It would rather see Esperanto taught in our high school than Latin" is the verdict of the Mayor of Lewis, Kansas. A year ago this same mayor was ridiculing Esperanto as "visionary." Persistent work on the part of our propagandists can place Esperanto in place of Latin in hundreds of schools this year.

Among the new publications in Esperanto is the Export Esperantist, published at Chicago. Its purpose is to aid in extending American trade abroad and in quickly introducing new articles of American manufacture. Subscription price, $1.00 per year.

A PLEA FOR ESPERANTO.
Dr. Elmer E. Haynes, in an article published by the Journal of the American Medical Association, says:

It is strange that any one living in this age of invention, using daily the railway, telephone, automobile, and the thousands of other artificial improvements, should object to an artificial language. In our utilitarian world the only questions that should be considered in selecting a tongue for international use are:

1. Does it answer all requirements of communication as well as or better than any other?  
2. How does it compare with others in difficulty of acquisition?  
3. What are the relative obstacles in the way of its adoption by all nations?

I submit that the only language that satisfactorily fulfills the above demands is Esperanto, because:

1. Four great international world congresses have fully shown that Esperanto is adequate to express ideas of every character. Technical terms already used internationally are changed only enough to make them conform to the Esperanto endings. Medical writers will find that Esperanto will convey as clearly as German all shades of meaning.

2. That Esperanto is more easily learned than any other modern language is due to the fact that the obstacles met with in most modern languages do not exist in the new tongue: (a) The spelling is absolutely phonetic and deals with elementary sounds easily acquired by any one, no matter what his native language. Experience has shown that people of all nationalities pronounce this language with the least residual native accent. (b) There are no exceptions to any grammatical rule and only 16 rules! (c) There are no irregularities of word formation, and the inflections for person, number, case, tense, etc. are reduced to a minimum. There are few synonyms and no words with the same sound and different meanings, except as the unforeseen results of word building. (e) It is more widely international in its elements than any other tongue. (f) It has a system of word building which renders it one of the most flexible in the world for exact and vivid expression, and at the same time does away with five-sixths of the vocabulary ordinarily to be memorized by the student of a new language.

3. Having no race prejudices or national jealousies to combat, as any national tongue will always have, Esperanto has a great advantage in the race for international preference. I have learned more Esperanto in eleven months (since I first took it up from reading the note in The Journal, November 30, 1907) in the odd moments of a busy practice than I have been able to learn of French and German since I began their study in college 1893. In the brief period I have learned I have learned to read Esperanto readily without dictionary, to write it easily and to speak it slowly. That is many times as well as I have done with either of the other languages. Frankly, I doubt if I ever could master the French pronunciation or the German gender and construction. And a lot of smarter people than I am are in the same fix.
THE PRESENT WORLD

Algeria: There are a number of Esperanto societies in this country, whose organ is Afrika Esperantisto. It is announced that the International Congress of Climatology to be held in Algiers this year will employ Esperanto, and circulars have been issued in the language.

Argentina: Although Esperanto is not as firmly established in Argentina as in other South American countries, there are a number of Esperantists in the republic. Efforts are now being made to found societies and place Argentina among the countries where Esperanto is widely used.

Australia: In this far-off part of the world there is a flourishing Esperanto movement, which possesses its own organ, The Australian Esperantist. Clubs exist in many cities and in nearly all of the states.

Austria: Esperanto is very strong throughout Austria. There is an active and energetic national association, and about 70 local societies. The association publishes a monthly journal Informaj Rezortoj. Esperanto is favored by the public authorities and taught in many semi-public institutions. A number of societies exist in Vienna, where Esperanto is especially strong.

Belgium: Belgium now has forty Esperanto societies. The official organ of the Belgian Esperanto League is Belga Esperantisto. Esperanto is taught in the Institute for the Blind at Woluwe, with great success.

Bohemia: Esperanto is very strong in this part of the Austrian Empire. There are two national associations, each of which has its own organ. The Esperanto movement in Bohemia has long been established and the Bohemian Esperantists are among the most faithful and enthusiastic partisans of the international language. The center of the movement is in Prague, the ancient capital of Bohemia, where there are a number of Esperanto clubs, and two periodicals.

Bolivia: An Esperanto club exists in La Paz, founded in 1906. Its membership includes many prominent persons of the Bolivian capital.

Brazil: Brazil, one of the most progressive countries of South America, is very active in the Esperanto movement. There are twenty local organizations in various parts of the country. An Esperanto journal Brazilia Esperantisto is published in Rio de Janeiro. A national convention of Esperantists was held last year in Rio de Janeiro, which was attended by 1,200 Brazilian Esperantists.

Bulgaria: This country was one of the first in the world to rally to the support of Esperanto. Esperanto Journals existed in Bulgaria as far back as 1889. There are twenty societies in Bulgaria and a journal Lumo. A national congress of Bulgarian Esperantists was held in Shumen in 1908. The smaller nations such as the Bulgarian naturally feel most the need of an auxiliary language and are therefore most enthusiastic in its behalf.

Canada: Canada has the honor of having established, in 1904, the first Esperanto club and publication in North America. There are now a number of societies in all parts of the dominion, most of them being allied to the Esperanto Association of North America.

Ceylon: An Esperanto Society has just been founded in Colombo, the first in Ceylon, but beyond doubt, not the last.

Chile: In this country in the last year Esperanto has been wonderfully successful, thanks to the enthusiasm and devotion of the Chilian Esperantists. There are now 39 societies in existence. Chile has three Esperanto Journals, Esperantaj Skribajtoj, Cila Esperantista and La Du Steloj.

China: The Chinese, true to their policy of conservatism and contempt for modern ideas, have taken but little interest in Esperanto. The gradual invasion of the Flowery Kingdom by occidental civilization is forcing upon them, however, a realization of the necessity for an international language. Mr. Wu Ting-fang, the Chinese minister to the United States, has championed Esperanto and is now studying the language. In view of the fact that Chinese is split up into a multitude of dialects and is unsuitable for many purposes, a movement is now being agitated to secure the adoption of Esperanto in China for commercial purposes. Many missionaries are enthusiastic Esperantists and one of them, Rev. G. H. Hubbard, of Shanghai, is planning to issue a Journal in Esperanto for the Chinese.

Cuba: The Cuban Esperantisto Society is carrying on an active propaganda for Esperanto in the island. It counts among its members many distinguished and influential persons, among others an ex-president of San Domingo. We learn from Kubal Stelo, official organ of the Esperanto movement in Cuba, that Esperanto is now being taught in a number of educational institutions. The stronghold of Esperanto in Cuba is the city of Santiago, but there are also many Esperantists in Havana and other cities.

Denmark: There are many Esperantists in Denmark and a number of societies exist. The Central Esperanto League publishes a monthly journal Dana Esperantisto. A publishing firm in Copenhagen has recently issued a guide-book to Copenhagen in Esperanto.

Egypt: A club exists at Khartoum, whose membership is composed of Arabs, Syrians, Egyptians, etc. There are many individual Esperantists in Cairo, Alexandria, Port Said and other parts of Egypt.

Fiji Islands: Esperanto is taught in the Royal School at Levuka to an enthusiastic class of about thirty young lads.

France: France, always in the van of progress, is well to the front in the Esperanto movement. It is in great part owing to the enthusiasm and energy of French Esperantists that the
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language has progressed so remarkably of late years. There are 220 Esperanto clubs in France; hardly a town but has its society. In Paris 79 courses in Esperanto are conducted; the Paris society has over 1,000 members. Nine Esperanto journals are published in Paris and ten in other French cities. In Paris is located the Central Office of Esperanto and the Oficjala Gazeto Esperantista is published here, so that Paris may be considered the headquarters of Esperanto. The French Society for the Propagation of Esperanto is the oldest of all the national associations and its work has contributed materially towards the success and prosperity of Esperanto. Many eminent Frenchmen are Esperantists, including a number of members of the French Academy. Jules Verne, the late novelist, was an Esperantist and at the time of his death was engaged in writing a novel in which Esperanto played a prominent part.

Germany: The great success of the Fourth International congress of Esperantists, which was held in Dresden, Germany, has created a great interest in Esperanto throughout the whole German Empire. New clubs are being formed constantly and many of the already existing are highly prosperous. Eight Esperanto journals are published in Germany and many newspapers publish regular departments for Esperanto. The German Esperanto Society, founded in 1906, has done much to unify the Esperanto movement in Germany and to establish it in its present state. Its organs are seen in all European Esperanto groups and is one of the most valuable of all Esperanto publications. There are now about 115 Esperanto societies in Germany. The language is taught in the public schools of Gotha. After the close of the Dresden congress there was founded an "Esperanto Institute," with the object of enabling German manufacturers to profit by the use of Esperanto, which soon had 1,500 members. This institute has now been made official, and the King of Saxony, who occupied the position of honorary president of the Esperanto congress, has accepted the same office in the Esperanto Institute.

Great Britain: This country is second in the world in the number of Esperanto clubs, having over 175. The British Esperanto Association ranks among the most energetic of all Esperanto organizations. Its successful management of the Third Esperanto congress, in 1908, did much to give Esperanto a strong position before the world. Lord Roberts, the famous English general, is honorary president of the association, whose membership also includes many other distinguished persons. Its organ, The British Esperantist, is one of the best of the Esperanto journals. There are also two other journals published in Great Britain. In no country is the Esperanto movement better organized or more prosperous, than in this. One proof of this is shown in the fact that the study of Esperanto was introduced into forty public schools of Great Britain during the past year. Esperanto is taught in the schools of the London County Council and recognized by the London Chamber of Commerce as equal to French, German and other leading modern languages.

Greece: Clubs exist in Athens, Patmos and elsewhere in Greece. A magazine Greklingva Esperantisto is published for Greek Esperantists. Besides the clubs in Greece itself there are a number of others among the Greek inhabitants of various parts of Turkey.

Guinea: There are many Esperantists in all the French colonies of Western Africa. A club exists in Konakry, on the river Niger.

Holland: There are twenty Esperanto groups in this country and a journal in Esperanto La Holanda Pionier is published. A number of clubs have been formed among the laborers.

Hungary: There are a number of Esperanto groups in this country and two journals devoted to Esperanto. An association exists for carrying on the propaganda of Esperanto in the Adriatic provinces, whose president is Baron G. V.

Iceland: In this island there are many Esperantists, especially in Reykjavik, the capital.

India: There are a number of Esperanto groups in India, whose membership comprises both English residents and native Hindus. Several of the native princes are interested in Esperanto and have contributed liberally towards the expenses of the Esperanto congresses. A journal is published by the society in Calcutta.

Italy: There are many Esperantists in Italy, the center of the movement, and the Italian Esperanto journal Roma Esperantisto is published. Clubs exist also at Florence, Parno, Naples, Milan and other cities.

Japan: In this country Esperanto is received with enthusiasm and has made great progress in the last 10 years. There is now a strong national association, with many affiliated clubs. An interesting journal Japana Esperantisto is published by the association. Japan has recognized Esperanto officially, being represented at the congress in Dresden by Dr. Shirmura, of the Imperial University. Count Hayashi, Japanese minister of Foreign Affairs, is president of the Japanese Esperanto Association and a very enthusiastic Esperantist. The Minister of Public Instruction is also favorable to Esperanto and intends to introduce the study of the language into the public schools. It is expected that the Esperanto congress of 1912 will be held in Japan during the exhibition in Osaka.

Madagascar: There are many Esperantists in this French dependency. Two clubs exist in Tananarive, one of French officials and residents, the other composed of native Malagasis. One of the latter, who rejoices in the riotous name of Hamamounsoa, writes very enthusiastically about the prospects of the Esperanto movement in his country.

Malta: In this island there are five active Esperanto groups and the Esperanto propaganda is being pushed energetically among the Maltese.

Mexico: In this country there are about ten Esperanto societies and three Esperanto journals, Meksika Revuo, Verda Stelo and Esperanto Gazeto. The Mexican Esperantists are very enthusiastic and Esperanto is very successful in their land. It is planned to hold the first national congress of Mexican Esperantists this year, which will undoubtedly do much to unify and strengthen the movement in that country.

Morocco: This is a little neutral state located at the Intersection of Germany, Holland and Belgium. A project has been started by M. Roy to establish here an Esperanto resort, and already the majority of the inhabitants have
learned Esperanto and it is being taught in the schools.

Norway: There are many Esperantists and several clubs in Norway. A new journal has just appeared. The king of Norway has expressed himself very favorably towards Esperanto.

Panama: There is no organized movement in this country but there are many Esperantists among the employees of the Canal Commission and it is provable that a society will soon be formed among them.

Peru: A club has existed in Lima since 1903 which publishes a journal Ahwau Esperanto. The club is given official support by the Peruvian government.

Philippines: The Filipina Esperantista Asociation has done much to establish Esperanto in the archipelago. There are ten local clubs in various parts of the country. Esperanto has been taught in the leper colonies, where all of the many languages of the Philippines are represented, with great success. The membership of the association includes Spaniards, Americans, Filipinos and other nationalities. Many of the most eminent persons in the Philippines are Esperantists. The Superintendent of Education, who is an Esperantist, intends to introduce Esperanto soon into the schools. Filippina Esperantisto, the organ of Esperanto in the archipelago, is published in Esperanto, Spanish, English and Tagalog.

Poland: Naturally in this country, the birthplace of Esperanto, the movement is strong. A flourishing club exists in Warsaw, the home of Dr. Zamenhof, which publishes an official organ Polno Esperanto, noteworthy on account of the literary value of its contents. A number of clubs are found in other parts of Poland.

Portugal: Groups exist in Oporto and Lisbon but the Esperanto movement is not as strong in Portugal as in other European countries. However, Portugal has a few devoted and enthusiastic Esperantists, who, it is to be hoped, will soon remove this blot from the fair name of their country.

Roumania: Although this country has become active in the Esperanto movement only in the last year or so, there are already several thousand Esperantists in Roumania, a number of clubs and two journals in Esperanto. Queen Elizabeth of Roumania, better known as Carmen Sylva, has established courses in Esperanto in a school for the blind, of which she is patroness, and is much interested in the international language.

Russia: There are many Esperantists in Russia and strong societies exist in St. Petersburg, Moscow, and elsewhere, about twelve in all. Two important Russian educational and art society Vjestnik Znania publishes its organ, Espero, in parallel columns, Russian and Esperanto. Count Tolstoy, the famous Russian writer, has been for many years an Esperantist.

Servia: There are many Esperantists in Servia but no organization exists. A text book for Servians has recently been published.

South Africa: There are groups in Pretoria, Natal and other parts of South Africa. A missionary is teaching Esperanto to a class of thirty young Zulus.

Siberia: There are many Esperanto societies and a large number of isolated Esperantists in this country. The club at Vladivostok was founded in 1901.

Spain: The fact that the next international congress of Esperantists will be held in Barcelona has greatly increased the prosperity of the movement in Spain, although Spain has always been a stronghold of Esperanto. In Barcelona alone forty-six courses in Esperanto are already being taught. The province of Barcelona has appropriated $10,000 to be used in introducing the language into the public schools. There is no room for doubt that this will be the most successful Esperanto congress yet held and will add greatly to the prestige of Esperanto before the world. There are ninety Esperanto societies in Spain and three Esperanto journals are published. The Catalanians especially are enthusiastic Esperantists and are laboring with energy to make the Fifth a record breaker.

Sweden: In this country Esperanto has secured a firm footing. Sweden has always been a stronghold of Esperanto and hopes before long to hold the international Esperanto congress in their country. Their national organization publishes a journal, Esperantisten. The International Order of Good Templars, whose grand master is a Swede, has adopted Esperanto officially as its medium for international communication.

Switzerland: Owing to the fact that four languages are spoken in various parts of this small country, the Swiss are well able to realize the need of an international language and have rallied to Esperanto with enthusiasm. Probably in proportion to population, Esperanto is stronger in Switzerland than anywhere else. Geneva, which the second annual congress was held in 1906, is an important Esperanto center. Here is published the Internacia Scieca Revuo, an important scientific journal in Esperanto. The headquarters of the International Scientific Association, which uses Esperanto exclusively, are located in Geneva, and its head, M. Rene de Saussure, member of a family illustrious in the scientific world, is a prominent Esperantist. Switzerland has over fifty Esperanto societies and five Esperanto journals.

Tunis: There are several Esperanto clubs and many Esperantists in Tunis.

Turkey: There are many individual Esperantists in European Turkey; although owing to the restrictions placed by the despotic government, no organized movement exists. Under the present more liberal regime it may be anticipated that Esperanto will progress more rapidly. In other parts of Turkey Esperanto is extremely successful. Strong and enthusiastic societies exist in Smyrna, Adine, and elsewhere. The Esperantists of Samos publish a journal in Esperanto and have succeeded in obtaining the official support of the government. The Prince of Samos is president of the local organization.

United States: Our own country was one of the last to become enthusiastic over Esperanto and it is attaining its international enthusiasm and energy in the movement. Esperanto is not as strong here as in Europe; there are, however, over 50,000 Esperantists in the United States. Over 140 Esperanto clubs exist and at the rate they are increasing, the United States will soon make France more lively if that country wishes to retain first place. There are six Esperanto journals published in
LINGUISTIC DEVELOPMENT OF ESPERANTO

IVY KELLERMAN, PH. D.
The American School of Esperanto, Chicago.

From the beginning of the linguistic history of the Aryan family, its languages have been developing in the direction of less complexity. At the farthest point back to which we can trace the original Aryan or Indo-European language, all our knowledge is conjectural, and based upon comparison and study of the languages descended from it. At this point we find a very great degree of complexity in its phonology, morphology, and syntax. For example, there existed not only a singular and plural number, but also a dual. The noun had seven cases, with different endings for the cases throughout the singular and plural, and as much as remained of the dual, which was already disappearing. Adjectives were similarly declined in three cases. The article was also declined, and pronouns had in many instances a still different mode of declension.

A like complicated state is seen in the early verb. There were active and middle voices and traces of a passive and reflexive. There were Indicative, Subjunctive, Optative, and Imperative moods, beside the infinitives and participles. There were various tense-systems, and methods of forming causatives, desideratives, inchoatives, etc., in many of these systems, with different endings for the different tenses, singular, dual, and plural, varying somewhat with the moods, according to a classification of primary and secondary endings. Certain vowel and consonant changes occurred also, in the older verbs, a trace of which is still to be seen in English sing, sang, sung; German singen, sang, gesungen, etc.

But at the dawn of linguistic history this Indo-European family was already separated, by a gradual growth from dialect into language, into eight great language-groups, most of which were in turn divided again into smaller more closely related groups. From these groups, as shown in the accompanying table, developed the chief languages of modern Europe, as well as certain important tongues of Asia. Some of the languages underwent violent changes, as when one nation conquered another and forced the conquered peoples to learn their own language, which resulted in more or less of a linguistic mixture. Sometimes the same result came about through peaceful colonization, or mercantile intercourse.

There was a universal development taking place in slight changes, unnoticed from generation to generation, as a rule; such, for instance, as brought about the English pronunciation of i like the ai in aisic, instead of the early pronunciation of this sound as it is, still, in all other languages of the I. E. family. The dual number disappeared early, but slignt traces of it being found today. The various cases underwent fusion, some forms disappearing in one language, others in another, while prepositions served more and more to express case-relations. Yet Russian still keeps seven cases, German four, etc., while English clings to a few genitives and accusatives in its pronouns, as his, him, whose, whom, etc.

In the verb, although the middle voice disappeared generally, and either the subjunctive or optative mood, a great degree of complexity still remains. Change of ending to indicate person occurs, even though the pronouns are almost invariably given besides. English has succeeded in sloughing off all but the third singular ending, but holds to this in most verbs. Tense formation by internal change as well as by spatial endings and the use of auxiliaries persists in all languages, the principal parts of a large number of English verbs being quite as irregular as of any French or German or Greek one, in spite of the fact that English is among the simpler languages in regard to the verb-system.
But even these changes have taken centuries for their accomplishment. They have occurred irregularly, a great simplification in one point of morphology or syntax being side by side with the retention of some ancient complexity, or with even a development (for some secondary reason) of a still greater complexity, as is seen, for example, in the gender endings on the first person of the verb in some Slavic languages, in the use of the English auxiliary do, does, did, in questions, etc.

Every modern language, in short, still contains forms and syntactical uses which are, from the point of uniform development, archaic. Some tongues contain one, another another, so that no who would learn more than his own language must acquire different cumbersome bits of antiquity in each, together with the different developments due to such retention. Such collections are valuable to the philologist, who uses them in studying linguistic history, and in reconstructing the parent languages, or the sister languages whose written records are insignificant. But to one who is indifferent to the world of history hidden in an ending or a fantastic way of spelling, such a state of things is merely an exacting of time and energy. Yet it is inevitable with any national language, whose development can not be controlled by anything else than the general linguistic laws that operate through long periods of time—by time and chance, to state it roughly. This is the situation which has made the creation of Esperanto inevitable. The simplifications from all the chief languages, put into one systematic whole, and shorn of the ancient complexities of each, gives the result of the unconscious work of centuries. Each discarding has its basis in a successful emancipation of one or more national languages from the particular usage found unnecessary, and no discarding that entails a resulting complexity in another direction is accepted. For example, the addition of an ending (for some secondary reason) of a still greater case is retained, though dropped in some modern languages, in order that a complicated system of word-order may be avoided. This is why Esperanto is so much easier than the modern languages upon which it is based. The student is set free from many of the antiquated linguistic methods of his own language, with which he is somewhat unconscious because he has grown up in them, but he is not hampered, as he is in learning any national language, by being compelled to acquire a group of other different ones.

Herein, again, lies the value of Esperanto as an introduction to the national languages, both ancient and modern. By its aid the student comes to appreciate what is idiomatic in his own language, to notice its synonyms, its figurative expressions, and the circumlocutions which are a part of its native picturesqueness. When he passes from Esperanto to a national language other than his own, he is ready to take up its idioms, apprehend its synonyms, its figurative expressions and its circumlocutions, with a clearer understanding, on account of the neutral viewpoint secured from his Esperanto. Lastly, through his grasp of a fundamental grammatical conception, he is not bewildered by varying grammatical constructions, like the adjective frequents to translate our in great numbers, upon which nine out of ten high school pupils stumble.

A READING EXERCISE IN ESPERANTO

This department is edited by Edwin C. Reed, Manager of The American School of Esperanto, care of this magazine.

The following anecdote is the well-known story of the clever retort of Columbus, when he squelched a talkative youth by asking him to supply a word which it seemed to him to lack.

La Kardinalo Mendoza arangis (Eng. "ar­range" in the past tense, as indicated by the ending -is) por Kolumbo grandan festemon ("feast," Engl. festivity, festa") kaj diris al li ĉe "(at," Cf. Eng. at, do "table") laŭdan (adj. "praising, lauding, flattering," Cf. the verb "laŭdi" and the Eng. "laud.") paroladon ("speech," from "parol-" plus the suffix -ad- which indicates continued action. "To speak continuously or for some time" is to make a speech. As there is no definite article, we may translate "laŭdan paroladon" as "a flattering speech"). Li nomis lian ("his," i. e., that of Columbus) eltrovon ("dis­covery," from "el" meaning "out" and "trov" to find." Cf. Eng. treasure-trove and Fr. "trov,") plej granda venko de la homa ("human," from "homo") saĝo ("wisdom" from "saĝa," "wise." Cf. Eng. "sage"). Multaj ("many," Cf. Eng. "multi-tude") korteganoj ("courtiers," from "korto" plus the intensive suffix -eg- forming "court" in the sense of a big or royal court. By adding the suffix an- we obtain "an inhabitant of a court," i. e., "a courtier") sidantaj ("sitting," present participle of the verb "sidi.") ĉe la tablo, aŭskulti la laŭ­dojn ("praises," Cf. "laŭdon" above.) kun mal­plezuro ("displeasure"). "Sajnas al mi—("seems to me," or "it seems to me." This introductory "li is not needed in Esperanto) diris unu el ili.—ke ne malfacile estas ("that (it) is easy (not hard) to find") la volon en Amerikon. La oceano ĉe estas malfermita ("open," past participle of "mal-fermi," the opposite of "fer­mi") kaj ĉe plej simpla mariste ("sailor," from "maro," and the suffix -ist-. Cf. Eng. "mariner") ne perdus ("would not lose," he conditional mood of "perdi") la volon.

"Mi nemiam pensis, ke tio estas la (any sort of), the adjective corresponding to "to"- mer-
THE FAMOUS "BOULOGNE DECLARATION"

Car pri la esenco de la Esperantismo multaj havas tre malveran ideon, tial ni subskribintoj, reprezentatoj de la Esperantismo en diversaj nacioj kiel membroj de la Internacia Kongreso Esperantista en Bouloungue-sur-Mer, trovis necesas la propono de la autoro de la lingvo Esperanto doni la sekvantan klarigon.

1. La Esperantismo estas penado disvastiĝo en la tuta mondo la uzadon de lingvo neutrale homa, kiu "ne entrudante sin en la internan vivon de la popoloj kaj nenion celante elpuni la ekzistantajn lingvojn naciojn," donas al la homoj de multajn nacioj, le eldon komprenindaj inter si, kiu povos servi kiel paciga lingvo de publika institucioj en tutmondo, kio diversaj nacioj nune inter si kaj en kiu povos esti publikigata tiuj verkaj, kiu havus egalan intereson por ĉiuj populoj. Ĉiu alia idea aŭ espero, kiu tii aŭ alla Esperantisto ligas kun la Esperantismo, estos lia afero pura privata pro kiu la Esperantismo ne reponas.

2. Car en la nuntempero neniu esploranto en la tuta mondo jam dum pri tio, ke lingvo internacia povas esti nur lingvo arta, kaj ĉar el tiuj multegej provoj, faritaj en la daŭro de la lastaj du centjaroj tiuj presentas, nur teoriilaj projektoj, ke lingvo efektive finita, ĉiu flanko elpovrita, perekte vivopova kaj en ĉiuj rilatoj pleje taga montriĝis nur unu sola lingvo Esperanto, tial ĉe amikoj de la ĉe lingvo internacia, konsciente ke teoria disputado kondukos al nenio kaj ke la celo povas esti atingita nur per laborado praktika, jam de longe ĉiuj grupigis el-kau la sola lingvo Esperanto kaj

ita," repondis Kolumbo, "kaj mi nur dankas la ĉielon, ke ("that" in the sense of "in that," "because") ĝi elektis min por ĉi tio eltrovo.

Kiam la gastoj daŭris ("daur") "to continue," plus la suffix -ig-, kiu makes an intransitive verb able to take an object) en la disputadon ("disputation," from "dispute," "to dispute," and the suffix -ad-denoting continuation) du facoj, kiel malfacejoj kiuj "(either of) easy or hard" faris tün ĉi eltrovon, Kolumbo starigis ("start," "to stand," plus the suffix -ig- forms "arise, become standing") prenis ovon, kaj diris:

"Kiel ĉi vi povas starigi ("start" with the suffix -ig-forms "to cause to stand up") ĉi tium ovon, ke ĝi ne falu ("that (so that) it shall not fall") de la mondo, kunvenanta al la, Eng. "voluntary" and "volition" montri sim "(their own) from the reflexive pronoun "si!" lertecon ("cleverness," from "lert-a" and the abstract-forming suffix -ec corresponding to -ness in the English word.), sed nenu succedeis ("succeed, be successful in, be able to")

"Dona. ("Give!" the ending -a indicates the imperative mood, or mood of command.) mi petas, la ovon al mi," diris Kolumbo. Li prenis ĝin, ekfrapis ("struck," from "frampli," meaning "to knock," Cf. French "frapper," and the prefi -ek-involving sudden action or the begin-

ning of an action) ĝin delikate al ("to" or "on") la tablo kaj ĉi ovo starigis sur la rompita "broken," past passive participle from "romp," "to break," Fr. "rompre") loko.

"Ah!" ekkris (prefa "ek-" and "krii.") Cf. Eng. "cry") la gastoj, "Tiun scius fari ĉi el ni (inverted order for emphasis: "To do that,—each of us knows how")

"Kial do ("then," "therefore," Fr. "donc")," respondis Kolumbo, ridetante ("ridi,", "to laugh," with the suffix -ct-, which serves as a diminutive, or lessens the intensity of the original root. So "ridet" means "to laugh slight-"-ly," i. e., "to smile," Cf. Eng. "risible," Fr. "rire.") This form is the present participle, with the adverbial ending, since the participle refers to the subject of the verb, Kolumbo, but does not modify it adjectively.

"Vi tion ne fari!" La diferenco inter ni ĝi estas ("the following," from "jen," by giving it the ending -a-to make it an adjective agreeing with "diferenco") ĉi povus ("would," in the sense of "would be able to," a sense that English is unable to express without using auxiliary words) fari, kaj mi farius."

Tia estas la deveno ("origins," from "de," from," and "even," "coming") de la proferbo: La ovo de Kolumbo.
laboras por ĝia divastigado kaj restado de ĝia literaturo.

3. Ĉar la aŭtoro de la lingvo Esperanto tuŝis en la komenco rifuze unuofaj por ĉiam ĉiuj personoj rajtojn kaj privilegiojn rilate tiun lingvon, tie esperanto estas "nentes propra" nek en rilato materiala, nek en rilato morala.

Materiala majstro de ĉiu ĉi lingvo estas la tuta mondo kaj ĉiu deziranto povas eldonadi en aŭ pri tiu ĉi lingvo ĉiuj verkojn, kiel privatoj, kiel de la mondo esperantista konfesoj la plej bonaj kaj plej talentaj verkoj de tiu ĉi lingvo.

4. Esperanto havas nenium personan legdonanton kaj dependas de neniu aparta homo. Opinioj kaj verkoj de la kreinto de Esperanto havas, simile al la opinioj kaj verkoj de ĉiu alia esperantisto, karakteron absoluta privatan kaj per neniu devigan. La solo unu fojon por ĉiun deviga por ĉiu esperantisto fondamento de la Lingvo Esperanto estas le verketo "Fundamento de Esperanto," en kiu neniu havas la rajton fari ĝion. Se ĉiudeklinigas de la reguloj kaj modeloj donitaj en la direkto verko, li neniam povas pravigi sin per la vortoj "tiel deziras aŭ eldonoj de ĉiuj tiuj verkoj, li neniam povas oportune eldonadi en la komenco rifuze unu fojon por ĉiam ĉiujn literaturon. Laboras por glasdisvastigado kaj ringado de ĝia plenumajn verkoj, kiel de ĉiuj materialaj kaj privilegajn rilatojn tiu ĉi mondo kaj ĉiu deziranto povas eldonadi en la komenco rifuze unu fojon por ĉiam ĉiujn literaturon.

Materiala majstro de ĉiu ĉi lingvo estas la "nenics propra," persiaj kaj privilegioj rilate tiu ĉi lingvo, tiu "nenics propra," persiaj kaj privilegioj rilate tiu ĉi lingvo, tion pro pravigisi per la vortoj "tiel deziras aŭ eldonoj de ĉiuj tiuj verkoj, li neniam povas eldonadi en la komenco rifuze unu fojon por ĉiam ĉiujn literaturon." Ĉiuj eldonoj devigas ĉiujn verkojn de tiu ĉi lingvo, ĉiuj eldonoj devigas ĉiujn verkojn de tiu ĉi lingvo, kiel la plej bonaj kaj plej talentaj verkoj de tiu ĉi lingvo.

5. Esperantisto estis nomata ĉiu perso, kiu scias kaj uzas la lingvon Esperanto, tute egale, por ĉiu celoj li ĝin uzas. Apartenado al la aktiva Societo esperantista por ĉiu esperantisto estas rekomendinda, sed ne deviga, ĝuage and are working for its dissemination and the enrichment of its literature.

3. Because the author of the Esperanto refused once for all, in the beginning, all personal rights and privileges relating to this language, therefore Esperanto is "nobody's property," neither in a material nor in a moral relation. The material master of this language is the whole world, and every one so desiring can publish in or concerning this language all works which he desires, and use the language for all possible purposes. As spiritual masters of this language will be always regarded those persons who of the entire Esperanto world shall be confessed as the best and most talented writers of this language.

4. Esperanto has no personal law-giver and depends on no separate man. All opinions and works of the creator of Esperanto have, like the opinions of any other Esperantist, a character absolutely private and are mandatory for nobody. The sole once-for- always foundation of the Esperanto language, obligatory to all Esperants, is the little work, "Fundamento de Esperanto," in which nobody has the right to make a change. If any one shall diverge from the rules and models given in the said work, he can never justify himself by the words, "thus wishes or advises the author of Esperanto." Every idea which cannot be expressed by that material which is found in the "Fundamento de Esperanto," every Esperantist has the right to express in the manner which he finds most correct, the same as is done in any other language. But for the complete uniformity of the language it is recommended to all Esperantists to imitate as much as possible the style which is found in the works of the creator of Esperanto, who has labored most for and in Esperanto and best knows its spirit.

1. An Esperantist is any person who knows and uses the Esperanto language, being entirely equal, for whatever purpose he uses it. Membership in some active Esperanto society is recommended to every Esperantist, but is not obligatory.

---

I Will Investigate Further

AMERICAN ESPERANTIST COMPANY
235 East Fortieth Street, Chicago

For the enclosed $1.50 send me your magazine one year and a copy of The American Esperanto Book, cloth edition. Send me (no charge) full information regarding the Esperanto Association of North America.
Alphabet and Pronunciation of Esperanto

THE ALPHABET consists of twenty-eight letters: a b c ĉ d e f g h ĥ i j ĵ k l m n o p r s ĉ t u ŭ v z. The sounds are as follows:

- a is like a in father.
- c is like ts in hats.
- ĉ is like ch in church.
- e is like a in fate, but not so long. It may be best described to an American as long a shortened, or short e (as in met) lengthened. Since none of the other vowels resembles it, one may pronounce it long, medium or short, with not the slightest danger of being misunderstood.
- ĝ is like g in get.
- ĥ is like g in gem, or j in joy.
- i is like ee in see.
- j is like y in yet, yarn, boy, ay.
- k is like z in seize.
- l is like o in roll.
- m is like s in so.
- o is like sh in show.
- u is like oo in soon (oo, not yoo).
- u is like w in how and is used only in au, pronounced ow; and eu, pronounced chw.
- z is like s in sone, seize.
- ĝ is like g in gem.

The remaining letters are pronounced exactly as in English: b d f h k l m n p t v.

- oj is like oy in boy.
- ojn is like oin in coin.
- aj is like y in my, sky, try.
- ajn is like ine in shine.
- ej is like ay in pay, hay.
- uj is pronounced ovy—one syllable.
- ujn is pronounced oyn—one syllable.

PRONUNCIATION.—Every word is pronounced exactly as spelled, and no letter is ever silent.

The Accent, stress or emphasis is placed on the syllable next to the last: BA'lo; ne-HE'la; di-li-GEN'ta.

Every vowel (a, e, i, o, u) adds a syllable: zo-o-lo-gi-o; tre-eg-e.

---

Grammar of Esperanto in Plain Language

ARTICLE.—Esperanto has no word for a. Domo means a house; viro, a man, etc. The word for the is la: La domo, the house; la viro, the man.

NOUNS are names of the things of which we speak. They are formed by adding o to the root: am'o, love; ag'o, an act; bonec'o, goodness; dom'o, house.

PLURAL.—When more than one is spoken of, we add j: kat'o'j, cats.

VERBS are words expressing action. If the action is now occurring, the sign is 'as; if past, 'is; if future, 'os; am'as, does love; am'is, did love; am'os, will love. The form of the verb is not changed for a plural noun.

Conditional action is expressed by 'us: (se)....am'us, (if)......should love.

Imperative action, indicating command, desire or purpose, is expressed by 'u: Am'u min! = Love me!

Infinitive or indefinite action is expressed by 'i: am'i, to love; est'i, to be.

ADJECTIVES are words which express quality. They are formed by the addition of 'a to the root: am'a, loving, affectionate; grand'a, large; bon'a, good.

An adjective usually belongs to a noun, and if the noun has the plural sign, j, the adjective also takes it: bel'aj bir-do'j, beautiful birds.

ADVERBS usually express manner, and are formed by adding e to the root: am'e, lovingly; rapid'e, rapidly. Not all adverbs end in e; see "Primary Adverbs," American Esperanto Book.

FINAL 'N.—When a verb requires an object to complete its sense, this object on which the force of the verb falls, has the final 'n: Li mortigis la katon = He killed the cat. The 'n is also used to indicate motion toward: Johano iras je mo'n = John is going home (word). If the noun is plural, the 'n follows the j. An adjective belonging to the 'n noun also takes the 'n: ruĝ a'j pom'o'jn.

PRONOUNS are words which are used instead of nouns. The personal pronouns are: Mi, vi, you, li, he, ŝi, she, ĝi, ni we, ili they, oni "one," "they,"
"a person", si 'self or 'selves, can refer only to a third person; that is, not to the speaker or listener, but to some other.

POSSESSION in pronouns, shown by my, your, his, etc., is indicated by the adjective sign 'a: mi'a, vi'a, li'a, etc. When the noun to which they are related is plural, the possessive pronouns take the plural sign, and if the noun is singular, the pronoun is also singular, even though it refers to more than one person: li'ajlibroj, his books; ili'libro, their book.

 Possessive Nouns, such as John's, Mary's, father's, are rendered in Esperanto by the word de (of): La libro de Johano=John's book.

THE PARTICIPLE is a word that always implies action, and thus resembles the verb. Its signs are: present action, 'ant; past, 'int; future, 'ont. By its ending, it takes the form of a noun, adverb or adjective. In the noun form, it represents the person performing the act: la kant'ant'o, the person who is singing. In the adjective form, it shows the quality of being in action: kant'ant'a birdo, a singing bird. In the adverbial form, the participle shows the fact of the action, but does not directly connect act and actor: Kant'inte, la birdo flugis—Having sung, the bird flew.

The Passive Participle expresses the action as being received. Its forms are 'at', 'it' and 'ot'.

The verb EST'I (be) is used with the participles as follows:

estas am'anta—'ata, is loving—loved.
estis am'anta—'ata, was loving—loved.
estos am'anta—'ata, will be loving—loved.
estis am'inta—'ita, had been loving—loved.
estis am'onta—'ota, was about to love—be loved, etc., etc., etc.

(The complete explanations and examples of the various shades of meaning reached by participles see The American Esperanto Book).

THE NUMERALS are unu 1, du 2, tri 3, kvar 4, kvin 5, ses 6, sep 7, ok 8, naň 9, dek 10, cent 100, mil 1000. The units are expressed by placing the lower number after the higher: dek du, twelve, dek tri thirteen, etc. The tens and hundreds are formed by placing the lower number before the higher: du'dek, twenty, kvin'dek fifty, etc.

Ordinals have the sign 'a: unu'a, du'aj, tri'a=first, second, third.

Fractionals have the sign 'on': du'on'o, ok'on'o—one-half, one-eighth.

Multiples have the sign 'obl': du'obl'a, tri'obl'e=double, triply.

Collectives are formed with the sign 'op': du'op'e, dek'op'e=by twos, by tens.

"At the rate of" is signified by the word po: po du, at the rate of two.

PREPOSITIONS are words used to express relation between other words. They are the equivalents of such English words as on, over, in, at, by, near, etc. In English, words following prepositions are said to be in the objective: at him, toward her. In Esperanto, the sense is literally at he, toward she, by they, etc. We do not change the form of either noun or pronoun following a preposition.

The preposition JE, which has no fixed meaning, is used when we are not able to decide what preposition exactly expresses the sense. Instead of je we can omit the preposition altogether and substitute the sign 'n after the noun.

HOW TO READ ESPERANTO

Upon reviewing the foregoing matter, the student should find that he knows the meaning of the following grammatical suffixes: 'o, 'a, 'e, 'j, 'n, 'as, 'ant', 'at', 'is, 'int', 'it', 'os, 'ont', 'ot', 'us, 'u', 'i. The mark by which we have set off the suffixes in the examples is not used in ordinary text, and the student soon learns their meaning so thoroughly that his mind automatically combines it with the root. Thus, am', the idea of affection, and 'as, action in the present tense, do not convey to the brain two distinct thoughts, but the single idea loves. Of less relative importance than the grammatical signs are the syllable prefixes and suffixes shown on another page. They are used with great frequency. Thus, virineto one would find to contain four words: vir', man; 'in', female; 'et', tiny, small; o, a being or object; hence, a little woman.
The special subscription offer will expire on March 31st

Esperanto is equipped with a system of prefixes and suffixes, giving a wide range of expression to a very small vocabulary. Taking a root for the central thought, these are used to express the variations of the central idea. In Exercise 42, American Esperanto Book, there are shown 53 words thus formed from one root. The only limit to such combinations is clearness.

**PREFIXES**

- **BO'** indicates relationship by marriage: bo'patro, father-in-law.
- **ĈEF'** chief or principal: ĉef'kuiristo, head cook.
- **DE'** means from: de'preni, to take from.
- **DIS'** dismemberment or separation: dis'siri, to tear apart.
- **EK'** to begin suddenly: ek'krii, to cry out; ek'dorni, to fall asleep.
- **EKS'** same as English ex: eks' prezidanto, ex-president.
- **EL'** out: el'abori, to work out; el'pensi, to think out, to invent.
- **FOR'** away: for'iri, to go away.
- **GE'** both sexes: ge'patroj, parents.
- **MAL'** the direct opposite: bona, good; mal'bona, bad; levi, to raise; mal'levi, to lower.
- **NE'** not, neutral: ne'bela, not beautiful, plain.
- **PRA'** means great-or primordial: pra'avo, great-grandfather; pra'patroj, forefathers.
- **RE'** to repeat or reverse: re'iri, to go back; re'diri, to repeat.
- **SEN'** without, less: sen'bara, bald.

**SUFFIXES**

- **'AD'** continued action: kanto, a song; kant'ad'o, continued singing.
- **'AJ'** the concrete; something made from or having the quality of: bel'aj'o, a beautiful thing; saf'aj'o, mutton.
- **'AR'** collection or group: vort'aro, a dictionary; saf'aro, flock of sheep.
- **'Ĉ'** affectionate diminutive for masculine names: Vil'ĉ'o, Willie.
- **'AN'** inhabitant, member or partisan of: irland'ano, an Irishman; krist'ano, a Christian.
- **'EBL'** possibility: vid'eblo, visible.
- **'EC'** abstract quality: bel'eco, beauty.
- **'EG'** increased degree or size: grand'eg'a, immense; vir'eg'o, a giant.
- **'EL'** place of action: lern'elo, school.
- **'EM'** tendency or inclination: labor'emo, industrious.
- **'ER'** a unit of a collection: mon'er'o, a coin; sabl'ero, a grain of sand.
- **'ESTR'** a leader or head: urb'estr'o, mayor; sip'estr'o, ship's captain.
- **'ET'** diminution of size or degree: vir'eto, a tiny man; varm'eto, lukewarm.
- **'ID'** offspring: ka'tido, a kitten.
- **'IG'** to cause to become: riĉ'igi, to enrich.
- **'IL'** tool, means, instrument: kud'rilo, a needle; tranĉ'il'o, a knife.
- **'IN'** the feminine: frat'ino, sister.
- **'IND'** denotes worthiness: kred'indo, worthy of belief.
- **'ING'** holder for a single article: cig'aro, a cigar holder.
- **'IST'** a person occupied with: kant'isto, a singer; drog'isto, a druggist.
- **'NJ'** affectionate diminutive for feminine names: pa'nj'o, mamma.
- **'UJ'** that which contains: krem'uj'o, a cream pitcher.
- **'UL'** a person having the quality of: grand'ulo, a large person.

---

Esperanto is a “compulsory” study in the school of progress.
Write for “How to Organize an Esperanto Club.” Free to you

ESPERANTO-ENGLISH VOCABULARY

In using the following vocabulary, a working knowledge of the grammatical suffixes and word-elements is very helpful. With these well assimilated, one can form for himself a great variety of words from each root. Thus, from LERN’ we have: Lernejo, school; lernigi, to teach; lernigisto, an instructor; lernanto, a pupil; lernigisto, an instructor; lernejeastro, a school principal; lernema, apr or quick to learn; malmernemulo, a dullard, dunce; and many more. From the root ŠAF we have Šafo, a sheep; Šafisto, shepherd; Šafino, ewe; Šafido, a lamb; šafino, an ewe lamb; Šafaro, flock; Šafajo, mutton; Šafadoj, “a lamb mutton.” The inherent laneness of English is well illustrated by comparison here. While it has veal to sign the flesh of a calf, it must resort to more or less awkward and ambiguous forms to designate the flesh of a lamb, pig, colt, fawn; and where Esperanto has the precise term kokidaĵo, English has the meaningless platitude, spring chicken.

Read [Page 2 of the cover and make up an Esperanto to Club today.
For effective propaganda the “White Flyer” is without an equal.

The Esperanto movement is an avalanche. Who can stop it?
Esperanto is too good to have imitations. Selah.
SAVE SPARE MOMENTS BY LEARNING ESPERANTO

OUR MARCH 1909

Is the best propaganda number of this magazine ever issued. The entire sample copy allowance for the year is devoted to this number. Propagandists can purchase in bundles at only

A CENT A COPY

THE WHITE FLYER

A slip of paper about 3 x 5 inches. Tells what Esperanto is and where to obtain more information about it. Useful for general distribution because of low cost. Printed in lots of over 1,000,000 each and sold at less than cost. Gives more results and converts more people, in proportion to cost, than any other document. 10,000 by express, $1.00; 1000 by mail, 17c; 500, 10c; 100, 3c.—A. E. CO.

Elements of Esperanto

A sixteen-page pamphlet containing the grammar, exercises and a short story. Sample copy free for stamp. Fifty, 30c; 100, 50c. Over 250,000 have been distributed in two years. The correct thing to give out after a lecture. We mail one to anybody on request with stamp. Get your newspapers to print this statement.

AMERICAN ESPERANTIST CO. 235 East Fortieth Street Chicago

INTRODUCTION TO ESPERANTO

A TEN-CENT BOOK

"I want something to give a fellow—something worth while, that he will keep and that won't cost me too much." The answer is An Introduction to Esperanto. "It explains things clearly." The correct thing to give out after a lecture. We mail one to anybody on request with stamp. Get your newspapers to print this statement.

AMERICAN ESPERANTIST CO. 235 East Fortieth Street Chicago

The Rhodes Dictionary

ENGLISH - ESPERANTO

Everybody who writes Esperanto should have this book. Every propagandist will find it useful. Its 547 pages, its two pounds of weight, form a solid argument. Esperanto could not succeed without the confidence of publishers. No more sincere pledge of faith has appeared than is the Rhodes Dictionary.
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The American Esperanto Book

ARThUR BAKER

'The very best manual yet produced.' — The British Esperantist